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            Wave Arts Audio Plug-ins
          

          	Pro-quality audio processing
	Extremely flexible
	Easy to use
	Exceptional CPU efficiency
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            MultiDynamics 7 - Multiband Dynamics Processor
          

          MultiDynamics 7 is a powerful multi-band dynamics processor useful for mastering, track processing, sound design, and noise reduction. MultiDynamics provides up to 6 bands with independent compression or expansion/gating per band.
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            Panorama 7
          

          Panorama is a virtual acoustics processor that can produce stunningly realistic auditory scenes for playback over headphones or loudspeakers. Panorama uses 3-D audio and acoustic environment modeling technology to simulate the acoustics of sound propagation in real spaces.





          
            Download here
          
        

        

      

                
        
          
            FinalPlug 7
          

          FinalPlug combines a lookahead peak limiter with ITU BS.1770 loudness metering. FinalPlug can be used as an insert effect, providing limiting for gain staging or volume maximization, or can be placed at the end of your mastering chain to guarantee your audio meets loudness and true peak delivery requirements.
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        MultiDynamics 7
                  
                          New
                                  
              

    
    
      Versatile multi-band dynamics processor for mixing, mastering, sound design, noise reduction, and ducking.
    

  

  

        
	
          

  
    

  

  
    
      
        Panorama 7
                  
                          New
                                  
              

    
    
      Create stunning 3-D effects over conventional stereo with sophisticated HRTF, crosstalk cancelling and room modeling DSP technology.
    

  

  

        
	
          

  
    

  

  
    
      
        Convology XT
                  
                                      Free
                      
              

    
    
      Free convolution reverb that's easy to use and packed with features, includes 74 vintage impulse response files.
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                    Did you know that you can use Panorama 7 to add crossfeed to a headphone mix, similar to what high-end amplifiers use?
                  

                
                
                  Aug 30, 2023
                
                
                                      


Mixing with headphones can be challenging due to the distinct separation between the ears. This limitation can cause the perception of sound to be localized within the head rather than originating from an external source, as is the case with room speakers. Crossfeed addresses this by introducing some interaction between the left and right audio channels, simulating a typical studio monitor setup. Crossfeed enhances the headphone audio experience by mitigating the limitations of direct ear-to-ear sound delivery. Various headphone amps implement crossfeed differently, allowing users to customize the degree of interaction.

                                  

              

            

          
	
            
              
                

              

              
                
                  
                    Making Impactful Kicks with MultiDynamics 7
                  

                
                
                  Jun 26, 2023
                
                
                                      MultiDynamics 7 is an excellent tool for achieving a more impactful kick in dance music while maintaining a balanced overall volume and minimizing excessive processing. One effective approach to achieving a harder-hitting kick is by emphasizing the lower mids. To implement this technique successfully, it is important to understand the concept of upward expansion.

                                  

              

            

          
	
            
              
                

              

              
                
                  
                    Comparing Panorama 7 virtualizer to Logic Pro's Atmos renderers
                  

                
                
                  May 11, 2023
                
                
                                      In this brief article, we compare a mockup of a Panorama 7.1.4 virtualizer with the Atmos renderers in Logic Pro.
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